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 Star Wars: Battlefront II is finally getting the much-deserved update it deserves on PlayStation 4 and Xbox One. This title had
been in beta for more than three years now and it's really great to see EA working on an update for it. The game features some
fantastic improvements and we're happy to see so much new content added. There are new maps for the game which you can
check out in the gallery below. There are quite a few things new in the game, and let's check them out: The awesome General
Veers, previously seen in the trailer, has been added as a Hero in Battlefront II. You'll get to play as three new Heroes, the new

map 'Heroes', a new game mode 'Heroes vs Villains' and the awesome 'General Veers' You'll now also get to play as the
Battlezone TIE Interceptor Fighter and the starfighter Ghost There's new gameplay for the E-Wing, a new mobility pod, a new

helmet and a new loadout There are new characters to unlock, including the awesome Mandalorian bounty hunter IG-11 and the
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new general "Mirax Terrik" There's two new Vulture Gunship, one you can use on ground and the other in the air There's four
new Heroes, three new Starfighters, two new Battlezones, the new ability 'Sniper' and two new characters to unlock There's eight
new maps, including a new map called 'Heroes' which is new to the game and three new maps for the new game mode There's a

new game mode, 'Heroes vs Villains', and the game is getting a new soundtrack There are four new Heroes, including a new
hero called 'Sev' who is a bounty hunter There's a new skill 'Recon Specialist' which lets you see cloaked enemies There's a new

map called 'Deepness' There are two new Starfighters, the AT-M6, which is a staple for the game and the X-Wing Fighter,
which is new to the game There are new characters to unlock and there's two new Heroes And one of the new maps has the

starfighter Wraith making its debut There's five new Starfighters, including the TIE Bomber, which is new to the game, and the
Vulture Gunship, which was already present in 82157476af
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